
 

 
 

Blue carbon & eDNA by NatureMetrics 

 

Quantifying blue carbon sequestration  
through eDNA sequencing 

 

At NatureMetrics we want to use our eDNA-based technology to determine the origins 
and fate of blue carbon produced by marine plants and algae such as kelp. This 
information holds the key to funding marine conservation and restoration at an 
unprecedented scale by enhancing blue carbon certification for marine habitats and 
initiating it for kelp and other seaweeds to help to 
tackle the current climate emergency. 
 

The climate emergency could have devastating impacts on marine ecosystems and 
the communities that rely on them. However, marine ecosystems are also a key part 
of the climate solution: conservation and restoration of marine habitats offer the best 
documented approaches to enhance carbon sequestration in the ocean. ‘Blue 
carbon’ habitats such as seagrass and mangroves store 50-100 times more 
carbon than terrestrial forests and also have a wide range of other benefits, from 
enhancing the productivity of fisheries to protecting coastal communities from storm 
surges and erosion.  
 

Establishing how much organic carbon in blue carbon habitats can be counted 
towards carbon credits remains a challenge because the dynamic ocean environment 
means some carbon sequestered within the habitat originates from up-stream areas 
while some organic carbon produced in the habitat is sequestered in down-stream 
areas (VERRA Verified Carbon Standard).  
 

Kelp represents a particular challenge since it grows on rocky substrates that cannot 
sequester organic carbon, and it has been very difficult to trace where this finally 
settles and how much of it is ultimately sequestered into sediments. This means that 
organizations working to conserve, restore and farm kelp cannot currently obtain 
carbon credits, despite the fact that kelp has the potential to sequester more carbon 
than all other blue carbon habitats combined. This is seriously limiting the potential 
growth of the kelp aquaculture industry.  
 
Environmental DNA offers a solution for measuring the source and fate of organic 
carbon in marine habitats, and it has the potential to be used to initiate and verify 
carbon credits. Tissues shed by macroalgae contain DNA as well as organic carbon (in 
fact, about 3% of an organisms' carbon is DNA). At NatureMetrics, we analyse DNA in 
environmental samples, including marine sediments, to identify the species it 
originated from and to estimate its abundance. Research led by Dr Nathan Geraldi, 
our Lead Developer of Ocean Solutions, has shown that this can be used to identify 
the source and fate of organic carbon.  
 

Working with commercial kelp farms and natural kelp restoration projects around the 
world as well as organisations creating standards for carbon credits, this R&D 
programme will develop specific molecular assays to quantify the organic carbon 
deriving from particular species of kelp in marine sediments, and provide a 
mechanism for linking kelp habits to the carbon markets. 

“This work will go a 
long way in solving 
some of the biggest 
challenges seaweed 
cultivators are facing 
in the development of 
a verified Blue Carbon 

Credit” 

– Caroline Slootweg, 
Co-founder & CCO of 

Kelp Blue 


